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A heat capacity model of T3/2 dependence for
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and Rajan Jose*
This article addresses the heat capacity of quantum dots (QDs) using density functional theory (DFT). By
analyzing the evolution of phonon density of states and heat capacity as CdSe clusters grow from a
molecular cluster into larger quantum confined solids, we have shown that their heat capacity does not
fit very well with the Debye T3 model. We observed that the number of phonon modes, which is
discrete, increases as the particles grow, and the dispersion relation shows a quadratic behavior in
contrast to the bulk solids whose dispersion relation is linear and equal to the sound velocity. The
phonon density of states showed a square root variation with respect to frequency whereas that of the
bulk is a quadratic variation of frequency. From the observed variation in the phonon density of states
and holding the fact that the atomic vibrations in solids are elastically coupled, we have re-derived the
expression for total energy of the QDs and arrive at a T3/2 model of heat capacity, which fits very well to
the observed heat capacity data. These results give promising directions in the understanding of the
evolution of the thermophysical properties of solids.
1. Introduction
Colloidal semiconducting nanostructures with sizes less than
their exciton Bohr radius at least in one of their dimensions,
known as quantum confined structures (QCSs), oﬀer unique
technological and fundamental opportunities. Many QCSs, viz.
quantum dots (QDs), quantum wires (QWs), and quantum
sheets (QSs) of semiconductors,1,2 have been extensively studied
experimentally and theoretically.3 As the size of QCSs decreases,
the allowed energy bands become substantially broader than
that of the corresponding bulk solid, leading to a larger spacing
of energy levels than that of the bulk semiconducting crystal.4
Technologically, the size-dependent optoelectronic properties of
QCSs are exploitable to develop tunable absorbers and emitters
in nanoscale electronics, high power lasers, quantum computing,
and so on. On the other hand, fundamentally, the QCSs oﬀer an
opportunity to study the evolution of the bulk properties of matter.
The thermophysical properties of the QCSs (i.e., zero-point
energy, entropy, thermal energy, heat capacity, enthalpy, and
Gibbs free energy) have attracted increasing research attention
because their evolution is still not clearly understood.5 The
experimental studies of QCSs meet some diﬃculties due to the
small size of these structures,6 which has resulted in very few
studies focusing on the eﬀects of size on the thermodynamic
properties, especially the heat capacity of QCSs.1 Much attention
has been paid to how quantum confinement aﬀects the heat
capacity of QCSs7 compared to the corresponding bulk materials
predicted by the Debye T3 model.8 The failure of the Debye T3
model for very small particles has been noticed as early as 1921,9
suggesting the development of theoretical models based on
experimental observations to understand the evolution of the
thermophysical properties of QCSs.10
Novotny et al.11 experimented on fine lead particles of 2.2,
3.7, and 6.0 nm diameters with a large surface-to-volume ratio,
which exhibited non-quadratic behavior of heat capacity at low
temperatures. Baltes and Hilf12 solved the scalar wave equation
for a homogeneous elastically vibrating sphere under free-surface
boundary conditions to model the theoretical heat capacity that
was related to the particle radius and eﬀective sound velocity,
which has been compared with experimental data of 2.2 nm
diameter lead particles.11 Lautenschla¨ger13 extended the theoretical
model of Baltes and Hilf12 by proposing temperature-dependent
eﬀective sound velocity and size-dependent Debye temperature,
and then compared the extended model with the experimental
results.11
The theoretical model of Baltes and Hilf12 was also applied
by Comsa et al.14 to compare with the experimental heat capacity
of ultrafine palladium particles smaller than 10 nm between 1.4
and 30 K, with the realization of heat capacity enhancement of
small particles compared with that of bulk materials.6,13–15 This
phenomenon can be related to the modulation of the frequency
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